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A Simple Guide to Assessment 

Assessing each child’s literacy skills is essential to demonstrate progress and identify strugglers. You 

need to know:- 

For Reading 

• Do they know the sounds? This is Code Knowledge. Can they tell you the sound from a flash 

card? 

• Can they blend sounds? Use the Oral Blending tests. 

• Can they read words? Use the appropriate Placement Test for reading. 

For Spelling 

• Can they write the sounds from dictation? This is the spelling side of Code Knowledge. 

• Can they segment words into their constituent sounds? Use the Oral Segmentation Tests. 

• Can they spell words? Use an appropriate Placement Test for spelling. 

 

You will notice that all these skills are practised in every Snappy Lesson®, so in the course of teaching 

you should notice who is struggling to keep up and any particular areas of weakness. However, 

formal assessment will enable you to target extra teaching more precisely and ensure that no one is 

left behind. 

The Placement Tests have 5 words in a row, each row usually corresponding to one Step of the 

programme. Suffixes are included in the tests intended for Year 1 and above. Highlighting words 

read or spelt incorrectly on a child’s sheet yields useful information about gaps in knowledge to be 

addressed. On our website you can access colour coded Excel Spreadsheets where class results of 

these Placement Tests can be entered, strugglers identified and progress measured. See page 22. 

How to use a Placement Test 

These tests can be used for both reading and spelling. If using for both, test spelling first. Dictate the 

words across a row to the child or group for them to write down. Put each word in a sentence to 

clarify its meaning. Read off the Step at the end of the line where the first error is made. 

For reading, provide the child with a separate sheet to read from so that you can note their reading 

behaviour. Do they read words ‘at a glance’? Can they say the sounds but not blend? Can they read 

vowel digraphs? Again, read off the Step at the end of the line where the first error is made. 

For intervention, start teaching from the Step where the first error has been made, whether for 

reading or spelling. There are Extra Lessons in the Big Book of Snappy Lessons® at Step 1 to use. 

It is also helpful to track children’s progress using Standardised Single Word Reading and Spelling 

Tests. 

The chart on the next page tells you how to get started. It is based on our recommended pace of 

teaching as described in detail in ‘Starting Strong in Reception’. For optimal progress, you should 

aim to cover the Initial Code (42+ sounds) in the first term. Obviously, the sounds and words you 

assess will be dictated by your pace of teaching, but the principle remains that children who are 

falling behind should be identified early (after about three weeks) and assessed more regularly than 

the rest of the cohort (half termly rather than termly). For more guidance on assessment, see 

Module 5 of our e-training. 
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Getting Started with Assessment 

 

  
On school Entry 

Assess knowledge of 42+ sounds (Code Knowledge) 

(see Sheet 1)       Standardised Single Word Reading 

Test  

Week 1 Reception  

Baseline Assessments 

Teach          s a t p i n 

 

Week 2        c e h r m d 

 

Week 3        g o u l f b 

After 3 weeks identify 

children falling behind  

Assess all children 

 

Week 4       j v w z y 

 

Week 5       k ck qu x  

 

Weeks 6 and 7     all 

alphabet letters, cvcc, ccvc 

Assess strugglers  

 

Week 8      sh ch th th ng 

 

Weeks 9 and 10    ai ee ie 

oa ue 

 

Week 11        ar er or 

 

Weeks 12 and 13     oi ou 

oo oo air 

 

Week 14 Review 42 + 

sounds 

Assess all  

OPTIMAL TEACHING 
PACE 

Week 3  Assess Code Knowledge (first 12 sounds) 

and Word Reading (cvc words using first 12 sounds 
(see Sheet 2)  

 

Knows 3 sounds or less. 

Reads 1 word or less 

Knows 4 sounds or more 

Reads 2 words or more  

Continue class Snappy 

Lessons® 

 

Assess blending skills. (See 

Sheet 3) Provide additional 

small group or 1:1 practice to 

develop Code Knowledge and 

blending skills. Start light touch 

Snappy Lessons® to address 

gaps but child attends class 

Snappy Lessons® too. 

Top 80% Under optimal 

conditions, test 42 + sounds 

and use Placement Test A at 

end of Term 1. Identify 

lowest 20%. Continue to 

monitor Code Knowledge 

taught, word reading and 

spelling termly. 

Lowest 20% are assessed 

half termly on Code 

Knowledge taught, Word 

Reading and Spelling. See 

Sheet 4. 
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Sheet 1   Record of Code Knowledge 

For reading - Use flash cards photocopied from the Manual. Show the child each flashcard in turn 

and ask them to say the sound. 

Record their responses on the chart below in the first column. Highlight any sounds that have been 

taught which are not known. 

For spelling – Dictate the sounds that have been taught and ask the children to write them down on 

lined paper. Record which sounds they can write and highlight gaps in knowledge. 

 

Name ________________________     Date ________________ 

Alphabet Graphemes Digraph/Trigraph Graphemes  
Sound/ 
Grapheme 

Reads the 
sound from 
flash card 

Writes the 
sound from 
dictation 

Sound/ 
Grapheme 

Reads the 
sound from 
flash card 

Writes the 
sound from 
dictation 

            

            

            

       (as in this)       

      (as in thin)       

            

            

            

       (as in tie)       

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

 

Number of alphabet sounds read = ____   Number of digraphs read = ____ 

Number of alphabet sounds written = _____  Number of digraphs written = ____ 
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Sheet 2 for Week 3 (all Reception children ) Name _________________ 

 

Say the sounds 

Number of sounds read correctly   ________________/12 

Highlight sounds not known for intervention. See advice on page 8 

 

Read the words 

 

Number of words read correctly   ________________/5 

For children scoring 0 or 1 on word reading (lowest 20%), try the Oral Blending test on page 6. If 

blending is a problem, see advice on intervention on page 8. 
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Sheet 3 Oral Blending and Segmenting Tests 

Oral Blending Test for reading 

Say to the child:- If I say the sounds  c – a – t , what word can you hear? Give 

them time to answer. 

Then say c – a – t says cat, doesn’t it? 

Now try these. I say the sounds, you say the words. 

 

p-o-t h-e-n s-a-d f-u-n b-i-t 
 

Score   /5 

 

Can the child blend 3 sounds? A score of less than 5 indicates a weakness in blending skills. 

 

Oral Segmenting Test for spelling  

This time I will say the word, and you tell me the sounds. So if I said  dog, what 

would you say? 

You would say d- o- g wouldn’t you, because those are the sounds in dog. 

Now try these. I say the word, you say the sounds. 

 

pig bus got red man 

 

Score  /5 

 

Can the child segment a word with 3 sounds? A score of less than 5 indicates a weakness in 

segmenting skills. 

 

There are longer tests for oral blending and segmenting in the 

Manual, covering 3, 4 and 5 phoneme words and digraphs. 
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Sheet 4 

Autumn half term Assessment 3– (lowest 20% Reception children) 

Say the sounds      Name ____________________________ 

 

 

Number of alphabet sounds read correctly   ________________/26 

Highlight sounds not known for intervention (see page 8). 

 

Read the words  

 

Number of alphabet cvc words read correctly   ________________/5 

For children scoring 0 or 1 on word reading (lowest 20%), try the Oral Blending tests on page 6. If 

blending is still a problem, see advice on Interventions on page 8. 
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End of Autumn Term Assessment – (all Reception children) 

1) Assess Code Knowledge taught – all children 

Use flash cards and Sheet 1, Record of Code Knowledge. It’s a good idea to mix up the flash 

cards so that the sounds are presented in a different order. 

2) Use Placement Test A or B at Steps 1 and 2 for Word Reading. Test up to 

the last Step that has been taught, which could be Step 2.4 if you have managed to teach 

the 42 + sounds. 

3) Use the Oral Blending Test (Sheet 3) for children who are still having difficulty 

with reading words. 

4) You may wish to assess the children with a Placement Test at Steps 1 

and 2 for spelling. 

5) Use the Oral Segmenting Test (Sheet 3) for children who have not got off the 

ground with spelling words. 

Interventions for Lowest 20% 

The most effective form of intervention is a light touch Snappy Lesson®, as children who are having 

difficulties with one skill for literacy may well be having difficulties with another skill too. There are 

Extra Lessons clearly labelled in the Big Book of Snappy Lessons® at Step 1 for slower learners. 

Look at the table below for more ideas for Reading Intervention. 

Difficulty 
with 
learning 
the sounds 

These are learnt by paired association, which is a difficult skill.  

• Identify the sounds that need practice 

• Play the Grab Game. Spread cards on table, group of children with hands in 
laps, teacher says, “find me the /s/ sound”, first person with two fingers on 
the card wins it. Children are asked for sounds back in the order in which 
teacher wishes to store them. 

• Play Speedy Cards. Play with an individual child. Place flash cards face down 
on table. Child picks a card and says the sound. If correct, keep the card. If 
incorrect, turn face down again. How fast can they pick up all the cards? 

• Practise with flash cards as often as possible. Encourage support from home 
with a Sound Book. Refer to the Rapid Phonics Wall Charts in class.  

Difficulty 
blending 
sounds  

• Practise blending in a small group or one to one situation. Use pure sounds 
and say the sounds close together. 

• Give instructions using blending e.g. Can you put the p-e-n in the p-o-t? Can 
you put the b-a-g on the p-e-g? It’s time to go out to p-l-ay.  

• Have some pictures in front of the child. Can you point to the c-a-t? Can you 
find the h-e-n? Can you see the p-i-g? 

Difficulty 
reading 
words 

• Make and change words as in the ‘Manipulation of Sounds’ part of the 
Snappy Lesson®.  

• Practise reading of word cards from the Resource Materials sheets for 
Snappy Lessons® recently taught at another time in the day and send home. 
For older children use a Precision Monitoring sheet. 

• Use the Snappy Lesson® Videos to reinforce class teaching, and read the 
decodable booklets.  
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Ideas for Writing Intervention. 

Difficulty 
with 
forming 
letters 

• Teach and check pencil grip. See the video demonstration in Module 2 of our 
e-training. 

• Letter formation is taught and modelled in every Snappy Lesson®. 

• Sky write letters first. 

• Encourage child to form each letter using the Tracker Font letters at child 
height on the wall of the classroom. 

• Teach 3 groups of letters, as described in Module 4 of our e-training. 

• Use lined paper with a sun at top right. Talk about the direction of 
movement as towards or away from the sun. 

• Provide extra practice using the Developmental Handwriting series of books. 

• Letter formation is demonstrated on the Snappy Lesson® Videos. 

• For children who have extreme difficulty, enable them to keep up with 
reading and spelling by using magnetic letters or flash cards. 

Difficulty 
with 
segmenting 
words into 
sounds and 
spelling 
words 

• Segmenting should be practised in every Snappy Lesson®. Make sure you 
don’t miss it out! 

• Teach parents what is meant by segmentation. They can then encourage 
children to spell regular words at home using this method rather than using 
letter names.  

• Teachers should model out loud segmenting words into sounds when they 
model writing a sentence, and encourage children to do the same. 

• Provide children with Rapid Phonics desk mats to refer to in class for 
spelling. 

Difficulty 
with 
writing 

• Words and sentences are written from dictation in every Snappy Lesson®. 
Early in Reception, children might only manage to write one phrase or 
sentence, but soon you should be aiming for 2 or 3 sentences in each lesson. 

• Teach the writing of short simple texts explicitly using Modelled Writing. 
This is explained in the Manual and in Module 6 of our e-training. 

 

Carrying on with Assessment in Reception 

 
January of Reception 

Standardised Single Word Reading 

and Spelling Tests (optional) 

 

End of Reception and ongoing 

Continue to monitor with 

Standardised Reading and Spelling 

tests yearly (or no more often than 

every 6 months.) 

 

Continue to use Placement Tests 

for Steps 1 and 2 for reading and 

spelling half termly for lowest 

20% and termly for everyone else.  

Vary the test used. (Placement 

Test A, B C or D on pages 11 – 14 

as appropriate.) 

Use Assessment J on page 19 for 

Tricky Words. 
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Assessment in Y1 

 

 

  
TERM 1 – for vowels 

Weeks 1 - 5 

Teach alt. sp. for i, and  

 ai, ee, ie, oa and ue 

 

Week 6 Review  

Assess strugglers  

 

Weeks 7 – 11  alt.sp. for 

ar, er, or, oi, ou, oo, oo , e 

and u 

Week 14 Review and 

Assess all children 

 

TERM 2  for consonants  

Weeks 14 – 18  

Teach alt.sp. for c ,j ,ch ,s, 

Week 19 Review  

Assess strugglers  

Weeks 20 – 21  

Teach alt.sp. for w, sh, f  

Week 22 Review  

Weeks 23 – 25  

Assess all children  

Weeks 26 – 32 Review and 

apply phonics to reading 

and writing.  

ALTERNATIVE 
SPELLINGS Baseline all children (optional) 

All Initial Code (42+) sounds  

Placement Test C for Steps 1 and 2 for Reading 

and Spelling 

Lowest 20%      Provide 

intervention with extra 1:1 

support and Snappy Lessons 

at correct level. Keep in class 

Snappy Lessons®. Assess half 

termly. Placement Tests 

D,E,F pages 14- 16 up to Step 

3A.6 at Autumn half term. 

 

All other children 

Class Snappy Lessons® 

with application to reading 

and writing. 

Assess termly.  

All Children - All Initial Code Sounds.  

Placement Tests F and G on pages 16 and 17 up to Step 3A.15 

at end of Autumn term 

Lowest 20%  

Code Knowledge Placement 

Test(s) up to Step 3A.15 as 

appropriate Spring half term. 

All Children - All 42+ Initial Code Sounds 

Placement Test H up to Step 3B.7 on page 18 at end of 

Spring term. For Tricky Words and contractions see 

Assessments K and L on pages 20 and 21.  

All children – Phonics Screening check during Summer term  

Standardised Single Word Reading and Spelling Tests  
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SOUND DISCOVERY® ASSESSMENT FOR READING AND SPELLING 

Reception Placement Test A for Initial Code, Steps 1 and 2 at cvc level 

This is a short Placement test at cvc level, suitable for Reception children at the end of the Autumn 

term, or as soon as the Initial Code has been taught. 

Make two copies of the test. Ask the child to read the words across each row on their copy so that 

you can highlight difficulties and reading behaviour on your copy. Read off the Step where the first 

error is made from the end of the line. 

If using to test spelling, say the word, put the word in a sentence to clarify meaning and repeat the 

word to be spelt. Work across each row, and read off the Step where the first spelling error occurs. If 

testing for both reading and spelling, give the spelling test first. Intervention starts at the earliest 

Step where an error has been made, for reading or spelling. 

 

Step 

1.1 

Step 

2.1 

Step 

2.2 

Step 

2.3 

Step 

2.4 

 

First Reading error at Step _________ 

First Spelling error at Step _________ 

Copyright© 2022, Synthetic Phonics Ltd  www.syntheticphonics.net  Tel: +44 (0) 117 9622670 
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SOUND DISCOVERY® ASSESSMENT FOR READING AND SPELLING 

Reception Placement Test B for Initial Code, Steps 1 and 2 at cvc level 

This is a short Placement test at cvc level, suitable for Reception children as an alternative to Test A, 

for use at Spring half term for the lowest 20% or at the end of the Spring term for all children. Make 

two copies of the test. Ask the child to read the words across each row on their copy so that you can 

highlight difficulties and reading behaviour on your copy. Read off the Step where the first error is 

made from the end of the line. 

If using to test spelling, say the word, put the word in a sentence to clarify meaning and repeat the 

word to be spelt. Work across each row, and read off the Step where the first spelling error occurs. If 

testing for both reading and spelling, give the spelling test first. Intervention starts at the earliest 

Step where an error has been made, for reading or spelling. 

 

Step 

1.1 

Step 

2.1 

Step 

2.2 

Step 

2.3 

Step 

2.4 

 

First Reading error at Step _________ 

First Spelling error at Step _________ 

Copyright© 2022, Synthetic Phonics Ltd  www.syntheticphonics.net  Tel: +44 (0) 117 9622670 
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SOUND DISCOVERY® ASSESSMENT FOR READING AND SPELLING 

 Placement Test C for Initial Code, Steps 1 and 2 including adjacent consonants 

This test is suitable for quick to learn children in Reception and for identifying gaps in knowledge in 

Y1 or whenever needed. If using for both spelling and reading, we advise dictating the words across 

the rows for spelling first. Put each word in a sentence to make the meaning clear before the child 

writes it down. Record the errors and read off the Sound Discovery® Step for the first spelling 

mistake from the end of the line. The test can be done with an individual, a group or a whole class. 

Test children individually for reading. Ask the child to read the words from left to right across each 

row. Note where the first reading error is made and read off the Sound Discovery® Step from the 

end of the line. Start teaching the programme from the earliest Step where an error has been made, 

whether for reading or spelling. 

 

Step 

1.1 

Step 

1.3 

Step 

1.4 

Step 

1.5 

Step 

2.1 

Step 

2.2 

Step 

2.3 

Step 

2.4 

 

First error for reading at Step ______ 

First error for spelling at Step ______ 

Copyright© 2022, Synthetic Phonics Ltd  www.syntheticphonics.net  Tel: +44 (0) 117 9622670 
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SOUND DISCOVERY® ASSESSMENT FOR READING AND SPELLING 

 Placement Test D for Initial Code at Steps 1 and 2 

including Step 1.2 and adjacent consonants 

This test is an alternative to Test C and is suitable for quick to learn children in Reception and for 

identifying gaps in knowledge in Y1 or whenever needed. It includes 2 syllable words at Step 1.2. If 

using for both spelling and reading, we advise dictating the words across the rows for spelling first. 

Put each word in a sentence to make the meaning clear before the child writes it down. Record the 

errors and read off the Sound Discovery® Step for the first spelling mistake from the end of the line. 

The test can be done with an individual, a group or a whole class.  

Test children individually for reading. Ask the child to read the words from left to right across each 

row. Note where the first reading error is made and read off the Sound Discovery® Step from the 

end of the line. Start teaching the programme from the earliest Step where an error has been made, 

whether for reading or spelling. 

 

Step 
1.1 
Step 
1.2 
Step 
1.3 
Step 
1.4 
Step 
1.5 
Step 
2.1 
Step 
2.2 
Step 
2.3 
Step 
2.4 

 

First error for reading at Step ______ 

First error for spelling at Step ______ 

Copyright© 2022, Synthetic Phonics Ltd  www.syntheticphonics.net  Tel: +44 (0) 117 9622670 
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SOUND DISCOVERY® ASSESSMENT FOR READING AND SPELLING 

 Placement Test E for Initial Code 

with Step 1.2, adjacent consonants and Suffixes 

This test can be used for both reading and spelling and is suitable for Y1 children as it includes the 

suffix -ed (with one example of each of the 3 sounds, ed, d and t), as well as suffixes -ing, -s, -es, - er, 

and -est where no change has been made to the root word. See the instructions for previous 

Placement Tests. 

 

Step 
1.1 

Step 
1.2 

Step 
1.3 

Step 
1.4 

Step 
1.5 

Step 
2.1 

Step 
2.2 

Step 
2.3 

Step 
2.4 

 

Suffixes 
-ed -ing 

4.2 
Suffixes 
-s -es  
-er -est 

4.2 
 

First error for reading at Step ______ First error for spelling at Step ______ 

Which suffixes are causing difficulty? ________________________________ 

Copyright© 2022, Synthetic Phonics Ltd  www.syntheticphonics.net  Tel: +44 (0) 117 9622670 
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SOUND DISCOVERY® ASSESSMENT FOR READING AND SPELLING 

Placement Test F for Step 3A.1 – 3A.6 including suffixes 

This test can be used for both reading and spelling and could be used from the Autumn Half Term of 

Y1 or after Steps 3A.1 to 3A.6 have been taught. 

It includes the suffix -ed (with one example of each of the 3 sounds, ed, d and t), as well as suffixes -

ing, -s, -es, - er, and -est where no change has been made to the root word. See the instructions for 

previous Placement Tests. 

 

 

Step 
3A.1 

Step 
3A.2 

Step  
3A.3 

Step 
3A.4 

Step 
3A.5 

Step 
3A.6 

 

Suffixes 
-ed -ing 
4.2 
Suffixes 
-s -es  
-er -est 
4.2 

 

 

First error for reading at Step ______ 

First error for spelling at Step ______ 

Which suffixes are causing difficulty? _________________________________ 

 

Copyright© 2022, Synthetic Phonics Ltd  www.syntheticphonics.net  Tel: +44 (0) 117 9622670  
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SOUND DISCOVERY® ASSESSMENT FOR READING AND SPELLING 

Placement Test G for Step 3A.7 – 3A.15 including suffixes 

This test can be used for both reading and spelling and could be used from the end of the Autumn 

Term of Y1 or after Step 3A up to Step 3A.15 has been taught. 

It includes the suffix -ed (with one example of each of the 3 sounds, ed, d and t), as well as suffixes -

ing, -s, -es, - er, and -est where no change has been made to the root word. See the instructions for 

previous Placement Tests. 

Note:- There are actually 6 spelling choices at Step 3A.13. For ease of entering data on the 

spreadsheet there are 5 words in each row on a Placement Test. The missing grapheme is oo, which 

has been tested in previous Placement Tests.  

Step 
3A.7/8 

Step 
3A.9 

Step 
3A.10/11 

Step 
3A.12 

Step 
3A.13 

Step 
3A.14 

Step 
3A.15 

 

Suffixes -
ed -ing 
4.2 
Suffixes 
-s -es 
-er -est 
4.2 

 

First error for reading at Step ______ 

First error for spelling at Step ______ 

Which suffixes are causing difficulty? _________________________________ 

Copyright© 2022, Synthetic Phonics Ltd  www.syntheticphonics.net  Tel: +44 (0) 117 9622670 
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SOUND DISCOVERY® ASSESSMENT FOR READING AND SPELLING 

 Placement Test H for Step 3B including suffixes 

This test can be used for both reading and spelling and could be used from the end of the Spring 

Term of Y1 or after Step 3B has been taught. 

It includes the suffix -ed (with one example of each of the 3 sounds, ed, d and t), as well as suffixes -

ing, -s, -es, - er, and -est where no change has been made to the root word. See the instructions for 

previous Placement Tests. 

Note: There are actually 6 spelling choices at Steps 3B.2 and 3B.5. For ease of entering data on the 

spreadsheet there are 5 words in each row. The missing sounds are assessed in the suffix rows: j in 

enjoyed (Step 4.2) and c (e) in cells (Step 3B.5).  

 

Step 
3B.1 

Step 
3B.2 

Step 
3B.3/4 

Step 
3B.5 

Step 
3B.6  

Step 
3B.7 

 

Suffixes 
-ed -ing 
4.2 

Suffixes 
-s -es 
-er -est 
 4.2 

 

First error for reading at Step ______ 

First error for spelling at Step ______ 

Which suffixes are causing difficulty? _________________________________ 

Copyright© 2022, Synthetic Phonics Ltd  www.syntheticphonics.net  Tel: +44 (0) 117 9622670 
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SOUND DISCOVERY® ASSESSMENT J 

for Tricky Words at Steps 1 and 2 (Reception) 

Flash cards available from Snappy Lesson® Resource Materials 

 

Name ________________________  

Tricky 
word 

Read Spell Tricky 
Word 

Read Spell 

Date          
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SOUND DISCOVERY® ASSESSMENT K 

for Tricky Words at Steps 3A and 3B (Year 1)  

Flash cards available from Snappy Lesson® Resource Materials 

Name ________________________  

Big Book of Snappy Lessons®  
at 3A and 3B 

Column Sort Snappy Lessons®  
at 3A and 3B 

Tricky word Read Spell Tricky Word Read Spell 

Date          

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

Column Sort Snappy Lessons®  
at 3A and 3B 

    

        

        

        

        

        

        

        
Copyright© 2022, Synthetic Phonics Ltd  www.syntheticphonics.net  Tel: +44 (0) 117 9622670 
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SOUND DISCOVERY® ASSESSMENT L 

for Contractions (Year 1) 

for Reading 

 

Name ________________________  

 

 

Number of contractions read ___________ 

Able to explain apostrophe?  Yes No 
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Using the Sound Discovery® Progress Tracker Spreadsheets 

Go to the website (www.syntheticphonics.net ) 

Download the Progress Tracker Spreadsheet for the Steps you have taught. There are three: one for 

Step 1 and 2, one for Step 3A and one for Step 3B.  

In the first assessment worksheet, enter the children’s names in column 1. (These will be 

automatically entered into subsequent worksheets.) 

For each row on a child’s Placement Test, calculate the score out of 5. Enter this score in the child’s 

row and relevant column on the worksheet. For a score of 4 or 5 the cell turns green. For a score of 2 

or 3 the cell turns yellow and for a score of 0 or 1 the cell turns red. (Lowest 20%).  

Use the columns for Single Word Reading and Spelling tests if desired.  

Use the second assessment worksheet for a subsequent test. Progress is automatically shown on the 

third (progress) worksheet, where green indicates positive progress, white no progress and red is 

negative progress. Each spreadsheet contains a third assessment worksheet and progress worksheet 

to allow for further monitoring. The spreadsheets can be modified to suit your requirements.  

Illustrated below are extracts from sample worksheets.  

 

http://www.syntheticphonics.net/

